A Portfolio of Residential and Other Designs

by Bradford Hatcher
New Single Family

Tillich, Telluride (Solar Heated)

Rapp, Telluride (Beetle Killed Logs)
New Single Family 2

Lawacek, Wilson Mesa

Theis, Hastings, Nebraska
Smaller Single Family

Mayer & Peters, Ridgway

Miller, Telluride

Dressler (Beetle Killed Logs)

Dressler Garage and Solar Package

Gowdy, Norwood (Being Invisible)

Kennett, Ridgway
New Single Family

Homestead, Lot 9, Norwood

Coates Residence, Ridgway

Tuerk Residence, Norwood

Gattuso Residence, Norwood
Smaller Single Family, p.2

Courtney, Telluride

Goepel, Telluride

McLaren (never built)

Wottowa, Telluride

Zupancic, Telluride Pines

Mayer, Log Hill

Just an Idea
Backman Village Row Houses

Fortenberry 1

Eilber

Fortenberry 2

Mayer 1982

Fortenberry 2 and Eilber

Mayer 1982
Adobe and Stucco

Zoerner, Telluride Pines

Ingram, Solar Ranches

Mayer Duplex, Solar Ranches

Unicas, Ridgway
Contemporary

Grogan

Center

Nakai (Carlos wanted bearproof and half of a hogan)

Summit Metal
Extreme Makeovers 1

Reichel Residence

Before:

Roberts Residence

Before:
Extreme Makeovers 2

Allen

Allen (The right two thirds of the house is new)

Allen

Friedus

Friedus

Miller 1

Miller 1
Mixed Occupancies

Cowert P.U.D. (7 apartments and a 4000 sq ft self-storage, intended to look like houses)

Alpine Realty (2 levels commercial with a penthouse residence)

Fishbone (T-shirt print shop)  Norwood (Church facility)
Tunnel to Nowhere, Saguaro Canyon Ranch, near Tucson

Commercial Building, Ridgway

Rental 4-plex, Ridgway

Modular Duplex in Theory
Leo Zupancic Residence

Barn in Theory

Wood Shop in Ridgway

House in Theory

House in Norwood
Simple Eave Detail, Norwood

Art Studio, Ridgway

Friedus Interiors, Telluride
Telluride Map Series, 1980
Production of series included all title and property improvement research